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Certificate of Warranty 

 

Abbreviations 

1. In this certificate of warranty, Alfa Solar Energy Inc. will be mentioned as “Alfa Solar”. 

2. Original buyers with warranty provided will be mentioned as “Buyer” in this certificate of 

warranty. 

3. Standard test conditions 1000 w/m2 25 °C and 1.5 AM will be considered as “STC”. 

PART – 1: 10 YEAR LIMITED PERFORMANCE WARRANTY 

1- This part will only cover Alfa Solar panels’ repair in proper circumstances from the day of 

purchase to end of 10 years. 

2-  Warranty will disallowance, if the buyer does not follow the updated user manual, 

installation rules and service conditions. 

3- The warranty of products start in the day of purchase and will end after 10 years of 

purchase. 

4- Alfa solar panels should be installed and worked under the user and installation manuals 

conditions.  

5- To prevent suspicious activities, any difference in cosmetic or any other difference in 

appearance, oxidation, mechanical weathering, difference of endurability because of any 

erosion, delaceration over time and local strikes are not under cover of warranty. Color 

change does not effect warranty. 

6- Alfa Solar provides warranty of panels for 10 years from purchasing date if the conditions 

at the article 4 and 5 are provided from the “Buyer” side. 

7- If buyer shows enough proof about the fault or incorrect working of panels with the 

conditions of article 3,4 and 5, buyer can use the warranty. 

8- The rights of buyer mentioned in PART 1, is special rights of buyer in 10 year limited 

performance warranty. 

9- 10 year limited performance warranty does not guarantee the power output. For power 

output go to PART 2. 

10- Part 1 contains ten (10) article. 

PART – 2: PERFORMANCE WARRANTY FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC PANELS 

1- This part covers the warranty of the promised performance and life-time with the proper 

conditions mentioned in the PART 1. 

2- Photovoltaic panels have 1 year maximum power output warranty from the purchasing 

date. Alfa Solar gives warranty about the things mentioned below for one year.   

a. Minimum peak power output had mentioned on the Alfa Solar panel documents. 

Alfa Solar poly panels may decrease to %97 productivity from %100 in STC at the 

end of first year. In same conditions Alfa Solar mono panels may decrease to %96 

productivity. 
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b. If the panels productivity decreases more than mentioned at the part 2 article 1,

Alfa Solar may give extra panel to buyer, change the panel or repair the panel of

buyer. Alfa Solar will decide what to do in these circumstances.

c. This warranty only covers power drops mentioned in part 2 and valid for one

year from the purchasing date.

3-  Maximum power output for performance warranty for photovoltaic panels of Alfa Solar is 

valid from the 2. Year to 24. Year of the purchasing date.  

a. Alfa Solar gives warranty about productivity loss from year 2 to year 24 of

purchasing date.

b. For Poly type and Mono type, every single panel will not be under %90

productivity for the first ten (10) years and %80 for the first twenty five(25) years

on STC.

c. Standard test conditions are like that at the peak power output is maximum;

- Light Spectrum AM 1.5 

- 1000 W radiation for every m² 

- Cell temperature 25 °C 

- Measurements made according to IEC 60904 standards at the Alfa Solar 

with every measurement device calibrated to international labs. 

- Real power outputs and productivity of PV modules measured under STC. 

- Tolerance of test equipments included in these measurements. 

- Instantaneous power output tolerance will be between 0 and 5 watts. 

(+0/5W) 

4-  Alfa Solar performance warranty is only valid under the conditions above-stated. 

5- Part 2 contains five (5) articles. 

PART – 3: NONWARRANTABLE CONDITIONS 

1. This part determines nonwarrantable conditions of product.

2. 10 year limited performance warranty and performance warranty for photovoltaic panels

is NOT valid under these conditions;

a. If the photovoltaic panel connection with photovoltaic power system is wrongly

charged, wrongly connected, improperly protected, insufficiently designed and if

the connection system has not sufficient equipment.

b. Improper usage, mistakes at transportation and storage, abuse, omission,

vandalism and accidents

c. Moving from original installation location, re-charge and location change
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d. When PV modules installed to somewhere without standard working conditions,

working with wrong voltage or connection to power fluctuations, working with

wrong working conditions,

e. Improper maintenance , maintenance or repair made by unauthorized person

f. Extreme accidents, for exampla animal crash on panels, fire, explosion or

destructions of constructions

g. Situations which is unexpected and noncontrollable( for example electric 
fluctuations, light quakes, typhoons, hurricanes, flood, tsunamis, snow charge 
over 5400 Pa and wind charges over 2400 Pa ,too heavy hail or etc.)

h. Technical drawings, formulas and other specifications which made by buyer is

not suitable with Alfa Solar panels.

i. If there is a difference between the electroluminanse pictures of Alfa Solar and

other accredited Corporation

j. If the warranty period is over

3. As mentioned at Part 3, buyer has to proof that warranty conditions had meet by the

buyer in the usage time and the problem is cause by production while application for

complation.
4. Part 3 contaions four(4) articles.

PART – 4: GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

This part contains general terms and conditions extention of Part 1 and Part 2. 

1) Renunciation and Limitation of Responsibilities

a) Renunciation

Alfa Solar gives warranty for all documents and information transferred to this  

certificate of warranty as “it is”. This document is prepared with consideration of 

points such as any situation had not mentioned in this document and all limitations 

had explained to buyer. Other warranties will be determined at sales agreement 

between Alfa Solar and Buyer. Other legal warranties, applicable obligatory laws had 

met clearly. Alfa Solar does NOT give any warranty for user errors and does NOT give 

warranty about the actualization of the expected result of buyer for panels. All the 

warranties in this document and other obligations had not mentioned in this  

document had explained to buyer clearly. All other obligations will be determined 

between Alfa Solar and Buyer at the sales agreement. 

k. In case PV Module is Snail Trail .
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b) Limitation of Responsibilities 

  - Maximum extent determined by the laws. Alfa Solar Energy specificate  

  renunciations  in this document and does NOT take any responsibility about anything 

  except this document and sales agreement. The time of this document cannot be 

  protracted. Alfa Solar does not take the responsibility of any loss caused by wrong 

  usage. In every condition, Buyer has to proof everything for any demand about this 

  document.  

  - Buyer can NOT demand any money or return except the situations where the  

  maximum extent determined by the laws. 

  - Alfa Solar Enerji will stay out of all laws and legal responsibilities in the conditions of 

  all neglects, staff mistakes and improper uses. 

  - The customer accepts all restrictions and renunciations stated in the paragraph a). 

  Any restriction in the contract is exluded from paragraph b). 

  - Some jurisdictions don’t permit to renunciations of limits and responsibilities. This 

  provision is not valid for the costumer in these jurisdictions. These jurisdictions may 

  not permit any restriction or some legal rights may be intitled for the guarantee of pv 

  modules. However,  any legal right except for restrictions and customer rights in this 

  document can not be requested. 

  -“ Limited Warranty for 10 Years” and its conditions are mentioned in part 1. “The 

  performance guarantee” involves only the conditions of contract except for  

  transportation expenses, any repair or replacement of the panel. It doesn’t involve 

  clearance, taxes, montage and replacement and transportation expenses. 

  - Guarantee demands and panel tags of pv modules manufactured by Alfa Solar Enerji 

  can be rearranged in accordance with the informations stated by right reasons.   

 2) LIMITED WARRANTY CONTRACT FOR PV MODULES 

  This warranty specifies only the rights what the customer has. 

  a)These rights can not be changed, disrupted and transferred completely to someone 

  provided that received a report before. 

  b) PV module is valid when it is used according to the original montage guide. 

 3) THE PROCEDURE OF GUARANTEE PERFORMANCE 

  a) The customer will report to Alfa Solar Enerji in 30 days if any  clause is infringed 

  about the scope of guarantee. The customer should have bill and enough documents 

  to prove this infringement. 
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  b) Unless Alfa Solar Energy gives you a paper to accept giving back of the product, 

  rebate of any PV module will not be accepted. 

  c) Exchanging, fixing or giving back of panels with other brands can not be accepted. 

  d) Alfa Solar Energy has rights to sell suitable panels which belong other companies 

  according to their color, size, performance…etc if they don’t have. 

 4) CONFLICTS 

  a) Any conflict between Alfa Solar Enerji and customer is going to be solidified by an 

  expert as it’s stated in the contract for PV modules. If the problem is not solved, it is 

  going to be submitted to the court. 

  b) This explanation involves the conditions of functional defects and failures.Any 

  conflict about the technical issues is evaluated by an expert who was assigned by 

  corporations listed below (paragraph 3).This expert is going to provide decleration of 

  the problem and the causes about the function of PV modules. This expert will also 

  make suggestions to solve the problem including compensation if it is necessary. 

  c) The repots of accredited corporations like TUV Rheinland in Cologne, the Federal 

  Republic of Germany, Kiwa Meyer in Italy, Kiwa Cermet Italia S.p.A. will be considered 

  to remove conflicts. 

  d) Limited warranty can be accepted as a proof if the conflict is inconsiderable and 

  can be solved by any person who is not an expert. 

  e) Contractors will  be collaborate for assigning experts and they will provide the 

  conditions to help them. They will also provide the allocation for the expert. This 

  allocation is not involved in guarantee. 
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